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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks have continuously evolved to provide better services and satisfy user demands. Through this,
the number of wireless sensors and the amount of mobile traffic are exponentially growing every year. Long-term evolu-
tion technology can effectively resolve the problems caused by traffic growth; however, there are still limitations.
Licensed-assisted access using long-term evolution technology has greatly improved the performance of existing long-
term evolution heterogeneous networks with carrier aggregation. However, the existing wireless local area network
sensor nodes remain a challenge. The licensed-assisted access using long-term evolution access point should efficiently
handle the problem of monopolizing spectrum resources used by existing wireless local area network sensor nodes. In
this article, we investigate an optimized time slot allocation technique for the coexistence of wireless local area network
and licensed-assisted access using long-term evolution sensor nodes. In order to maximize the throughput of each wire-
less local area network and licensed-assisted access using long-term evolution sensor node in the proposed algorithm,
we designed an objective function based on the number of wireless local area network/licensed-assisted access using
long-term evolution sensor nodes and the queue size of each sensor, after which we developed the optimal parameters
using Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions. Through extensive simulations, we show that the proposed scheme can signifi-
cantly outperform the other existing techniques with respect to the throughput, channel utilization, delay, and transmis-
sion fairness.
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Introduction

Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been
very popular for their realization of the Internet of
Things (IoT)/Big Data era.1,2 The WSNs have continu-
ously evolved to provide people with better services and
to better satisfy user desire. The applications of WSNs
are diverse, as shown in Table 1. As WSNs evolve, the
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number of wireless sensors deployed in everyday life and
the amount of mobile traffic are growing exponentially
every year.3 Long-term evolution (LTE) technology can
be one of the key technologies to efficiently handle this
growing traffic. However, current LTE technology
alone cannot cope with such exponentially growing traf-
fic, which requires additional spectrum resources.
Therefore, to use additional spectrum resources, some
technologies have used carrier aggregation (CA) which
is shown in Figure 1 or considered LTE heterogeneous
networks (HetNets) to improve LTE data rates.4,5

However, these techniques have various interference
problems and cannot handle the traffic growth. For this
reason, some studies have proposed schemes that use
unlicensed bands in LTE and apply interference man-
agement to the LTE HetNet to ensure higher data rates.
Therefore, in LTE Release 13, licensed-assisted access
(LAA) and LTE WiFi link aggregation (LWA) technol-
ogies,4,6–12 also known as LTE-U and LTE-H, respec-
tively, have been adopted for use with unlicensed bands
for LTE and mitigating inter-cell interference. In addi-
tion, enhanced inter-cell interference coordination
(eICIC) has been proposed to coordinate the interfer-
ence problems with LTE HetNets in LTE Release 10.13

In order to improve the throughput of LTE, in the
LAA, the licensed band is defined by the primary cell
(PCell) and the unlicensed band is defined by the sec-
ondary cell (SCell). However, it is difficult to use the
LAA as an unlicensed band without modifying some
portion of the existing backhaul.14 Existing LTE
devices should consider coexistence with other various
wireless communication devices operating in the LBT
(listen before talk) protocols such as WiFi, Bluetooth,
and Zigbee.15 The LWA uses the unlicensed band as
the secondary cell, but does not use the CA of the
licensed band. With the LWA scheme, the LTE access
point (AP) transmits data over the licensed and unli-
censed bands, and only data transmitted over the unli-
censed band use the LBT protocol. However, these
schemes still have limitations. In particular, the LTE-
LAA AP should efficiently handle the problem of

monopolizing the frequency resources used by existing
wireless local area network (WLAN) sensor nodes.

In this article, we propose coexistence schemes for
WLAN devices that compete with channel access using
carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) and LTE-LAA sensor nodes that use the
CA technique. The proposed scheme assumes an envi-
ronment where LTE-LAA APs are deployed and com-
pete with WiFi devices in non-licensed areas.
Additionally, the goal of the proposed scheme is to
maximize the throughput between WLAN devices and
sensor devices using LTE-LAA without compromising
the channel contention method used by existing
WLAN devices. The proposed scheme can mitigate the
interference between the WLAN device and the LTE-
LAA sensor by efficiently distributing frequency
resources in the unlicensed band.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
We survey the existing related work in section ‘‘Related
work.’’ In section ‘‘Coexistence scheme of LTE-LAA
andWLAN,’’ we describe the proposed scheme in detail
and present the Lagrangian functions and Karush–
Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions used for small cell net-
work analysis. Section ‘‘Performance evaluation’’ evalu-
ates the performance of the proposed scheme compared
with existing schemes. Finally, we draw conclusions
and suggest future directions in section ‘‘Conclusion.’’

Related work

As shown in Figure 2, in the LTE-LAA and LTE-U
environments, it is assumed that the WLAN AP and
the small cell base station coexist. However, the coexis-
tence and CA of LTE and WLAN are different in LTE-
U and LTE-LAA. The biggest difference between LTE-
U and LTE-LAA is whether to use an LBT mechanism.
The LBT mechanism is a piece of equipment that
applies a clear channel assessment (CCA) check before
transmission on the channel.16,17 In a network environ-
ment including the LAA, the LBT mechanism is essen-
tial for the coexistence of LTE-LAA with WLAN.
However, LTE-U does not include an LBT mechanism
and instead uses alternatives.1,18–21

In the work by Hamidouche et al.,18 a new game theo-
retic approach, called the multi-game framework, is
proposed to solve the resource allocation problem in
LTE-U. Since the Base Stations (BSs), Wireless Access

Table 1. The applications of wireless sensor networks.

Category Application type

Forest fire detection Emergency alarm
Air pollution monitoring Environment management
Water quality monitoring Water pipeline monitoring
Land slide detection Environment management
Automotive application Urban Internet
Military application WSN survelliance
Indoor positioning Ubiquitous geosensing
Residential monitoring Ubiquitous computing
Disaster emergency response Emergency alarm

WSN: wireless sensor network.

Figure 1. The concept of carrier aggregation.
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Pointers (WAPs), LTE users, or WLAN users request
the strategy that maximizes a utility function for resource
allocation, the authors defined two classes of algorithms,
multi-game stability and multi-game Nash equilibrium
algorithms. In the work by Chen et al.,19 a novel hyper
access point (HAP) framework, which can serve as both
an LTE-U BS and WLAN AP in one node, focuses
on contention period (CP) allocation and user associa-
tion so that LTE-U and WLAN networks can coexist
fairly and effectively. The optimal CP length and alloca-
tion that consider network utility maximization are
derived by considering the Nash bargaining solution
(NBS).

In the work by Zhang et al.,20 the authors present an
appropriate solution for both resource scheduling and
fairness-based channel access problems for the coexis-
tence between LTE-U and WLANs. The fairness-based
channel access probability is formulated using binary
exponential back-off (BEB) and random back-off based
on a Markov chain model. To guarantee spectrum effi-
ciency and network throughput, a novel scheduling
approach employing a linear programming resource
scheduling model maximizes the utility function, in turn
which quantifies the benefit of various resource
allocations.

In the work by Galanopoulos et al.,22 the authors
modeled four main functionalities for the efficient coex-
istence of LTE with WLAN. First, a component car-
rier, which has the lowest activity, is selected for LAA
transmissions. Second, a novel LBT procedure, which
consists of adaptive frame-based equipment, checks
before using the channel for LAA transmissions. Third,
a discontinuous transmission (DTX) procedure decides
the limited maximum transmission duration. Finally,
the authors define the transmit power control (TPC)
process for LTE and WiFi interference control and
transmissions. The medium access control (MAC) pro-
tocol to ensure the coexistence of LTE-LAA and

WLAN has also been proposed using the existing cog-
nitive radio (CR) MAC protocol.23 The LTE-LAA
MAC protocol based on CR-CSMA considers LTE-
LAA which maximizes the transmission time to main-
tain good WLAN services and average packet delay.
Commonly, the existing CR networks can transmit only
when the channel is considered as idle. However, the
LTE-LAAMAC protocol is extended to grab the chan-
nel for packet transmission in the next frame. In the
work by Fodor et al.,24 the authors define several LBT
frameworks for the channel access opportunity of LAA
and the coexistence of LTE-LAA with WLAN. Since
the LBT mechanism checks the channel state before
transmission via an energy detection (ED), it is impor-
tant to obtain an optimal ED threshold. Moreover, to
improve the channel access opportunity, a freeze period
is adopted in the LBT procedure as well as extensions
of the LBT to ensure multiple unlicensed channels are
present.

Coexistence scheme of LTE-LAA and
WLAN

System model and basic assumption

In this article, we assume that one LTE-LAA AP and
Nw WLAN sensors are deployed in the picocell cover-
age. LTE-LAA sensors are associated with the LTE-U
AP and are allocated to radio resource blocks through
the LTE interface. In addition, the LTE-LAA AP com-
petes with the sensor nodes using the WLAN through
the existing CSMA/CA to obtain the frequency of the
unlicensed band for the LAA technique.

LTE-LAA sensors are randomly deployed in the
picocell coverage without consideration of the interfer-
ence among sensors. Therefore, some LTE-LAA sen-
sors may suffer from interference, and such interference
may occur in both licensed and unlicensed bands. It is
assumed that the LTE-LAA AP can provide up to ru(i)
data rates for the ith associated sensor, and the actually
received data rate is defined as ra(i). The difference
between data rates for transmission and reception is
determined by the spectral efficiency. In this article, we
set the spectral efficiency calculated by Nguyen et al.25

for both the analysis and the simulation.(They per-
formed channel modeling and simulations to obtain the
spectral efficiency in a small cell environment.)

The overall system model is shown in Figure 3, and
using the model, we divide it into several cases based
on how to allocate the whole time slots. The LTE-LAA
AP and WLAN sensors can share all of the time slots
by competing with each other, and they can also divide
the total number of time slots into two independent
parts. Moreover, either LTE-LAA AP or WLAN sen-
sors can solely use all of the time slots. All cases are
handled in our analysis in the next section.

Figure 2. An exemplary topology of LTE-LAA system.
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Analysis of a small cell network

To apply our proposed algorithm and evaluate its per-
formance in a variety of topologies, we first analyze the
small cell network according to the resource allocation
between the LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors. For
small cell network analysis, we designed an optimiza-
tion problem to find the maximum throughput of the
small cell network.

The approach taken for this optimization problem is
to compute two weight parameters wu and ww for the
LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors, respectively.
According to wu and ww, the total number of time slots
T is separately allocated to the LTE-LAA AP as Tu

and to the WLAN sensors as Tw. Therefore, we will
obtain the proper wu and ww that maximize the net-
work throughput by solving the optimization problem
with Lagrangian function and KKT conditions.

The important parameters for the optimization
problem are defined in Table 2, and the method used
to set the parameter, the optimization constraints, and
the definition of the optimization problem will be
explained.

Weight parameters. To fairly allocate time slots to the
LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors, two weight para-
meters wu and ww are used for the LTE-LAA AP and
WLAN sensors, respectively. To set wu and ww, we con-
sider the number of sensors in the coverage of the small
cells and the achievable data rate that one LTE-LAA
allocates to its sensor nodes. Hence, wu is defined as

wu =

PNu�1

i= 0

3 ru(i)3 Qu(i)

� �

Nu

, 8i 2 ½0, 1, . . . ,Nu � 1�

ð1Þ

where wu is the average achievable data rate of the
LTE-LAA sensor nodes allocated from the LTE-LAA
AP for an unlicensed band.

Similarly, ww is also the average of the WLAN sen-
sor nodes in an unlicensed band. The achievable data
rate of an unlicensed band can be calculated based on
Bianchi.26 Accordingly, ww can be defined as

ww =

PNw�1

i= 0

3 rw(i)3 Qw(i)

� �

Nw

, 8i 2 ½0, 1, . . . ,Nw � 1� ð2Þ

3.2.2 Time slot. This subsection describes the concept of
time slots. In this article, a sufficiently long time is
divided into time slots as shown in Figure 4. However,
in an unlicensed band, the sensor nodes occupy the
channel through the contention-based CSMA/CA.
Thus, in this article, we explain concept of how many
time slots are used for the entire time, rather than how
the sensor node uses the time slot of the corresponding
time.

After setting two weight parameters wu and ww, the
total time slots T can automatically be divided into Tu

and Tw. Tu and Tw present the number of allocated time
slots for the LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors, respec-
tively. Hence, Tu and Tw can be defined as

Tu =
wu

wu +ww

3 T

Figure 3. System model.

Table 2. Parameters of the model.

Notations Description

C Spectral efficiency
Nu No. of sensor nodes serviced from

LTE-LAA AP
Nw No. of sensor nodes using only WLAN band
T No. of total time slots
Tu No. of allocated time slots for LTE-LAA AP
Tw No. of allocated time slots for

WLAN sensors
ru Data rate for LTE-LAA AP in unlicensed band
rw Data rate for WLAN sensors in

unlicensed band
rx(i), x 2 (u,w) Assigned data rate for sensor node i
rmax Maximum data rate in unlicensed band
Qx(i), x 2 (u,w) Queue backlog size of sensor node i
wu Weight parameter of LTE-LAA AP
ww Weight parameter of WLAN sensors

LTE: long-term evolution; LAA: licensed-assisted access; AP: access

point; WLAN: wireless local area network.

Figure 4. The concept of the time slots of this article.
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Tw =
ww

wu +ww

3 T ð3Þ

In equation (3), wu and ww can be zero when the sen-
sors do not have data to transmit. We consider the case
where all the LTE-LAA or all the WLAN sensor nodes
do not have any data to send, but we do not consider
the case where all the sensor nodes do not have any
data to send, which implies that both wu and ww cannot
be zero at the same time.

Data rate. Using two time slot parameters Tu and Tw,
we can calculate each user’s received data rate in the
unlicensed band using each user’s spectral efficiency C.
Then, the received data rates of the LTE-LAA AP and
WLAN sensors are defined as

ru =C 3 Tu

rw =C 3 Tw ð4Þ

respectively.

Time slot constraints. The number of time slots is limited.
Thus, the sum of the number of allocated time slots to
LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors should be less than
or equal to the total number of time slots

Tu + Tw� T ð5Þ

To maximize the network throughput, we assume
that no time slot loss occurs that is caused by external
factors such as the channel environment. Therefore, we
can write equation (5) as

Tu + Tw = T ð6Þ

Data rate constraints. Using the allocated numbers of
time slots Tu and Tw, we can define ranges of achievable
data rates to the LTE-LAA AP and WLAN sensors as

0� ru� rmax

0� rw� rmax ð7Þ

respectively.
Both data rates have the same range, which is greater

than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to the maxi-
mum data rate of the unlicensed band.

Now, we can rewrite equation (7) in terms of the
weight functions wu and ww using equations (1) and (2).
With the assumption that all of the queue backlog sizes
are equal, equation (7) can be written as follows

0�wu�
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

0�ww�
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

ð8Þ

Utility function. We set our utility function as the sum of
the received data rates for all sensors. By increasing
each sensor experience, we can maximize the total net-
work data rates

U (wu,ww)=
XNu

i= 0

ru(i)+
XNw

k = 0

rw(k),

0� i�Nu � 1, 0� k�Nw � 1

ð9Þ

Optimization problem. With the above constraints (6) and
(8) and the utility function (9), the optimization prob-
lem can be formulated as

max
XNu

i= 0

ru(i)+
XNw

k = 0

rw(k) ð10Þ

subject to Tu + Tw = T ð11Þ

0�wu�
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

ð12Þ

0�ww�
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

ð13Þ

Lagrangian function. To solve our optimization problem,
a Lagrangian function is adopted with the data rate
constraints defined in equation (8). In this case, how-
ever, we do not consider equation (6) (the time slot
constraint) because equation (6) is automatically con-
sidered using (3). Therefore, the Lagrangian function
for our optimization problem can be defined as

Lag(m1,m2,wu,ww)=U (wu,ww)

+m1 wu �
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

� �

+m2 ww �
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

� � ð14Þ

Moreover, the data rate constraints (8) are defined
as inequalities. The Lagrangian function can be easily
solved with equality constraints, but it is difficult to
solve with inequality constraints. Accordingly, we also
adopted the KKT conditions to solve our Lagrangian
function defined in equation (14). The following equa-
tions express the KKT conditions for our Lagrangian
function

1: wu�
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

2: ww�
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

Na et al. 5



3:
∂

∂wu

Lag(m1,m2,wu,ww)=
w2

u +(wu + 1)ww

wu +wwð Þ2
T � C = 0

4:
∂

∂ww

Lag(m1,m2,wu,ww)=
w2

w +(ww + 1)wu

wu +wwð Þ2
T � C = 0

5: m1 wu �
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

� �
= 0

6: m2 ww �
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

� �
= 0

7: m1,m2 � 0

Models based on the KKT conditions. Using the KKT con-
ditions, we can divide a small cell network topology
according to the value of the KKT condition para-
meters m1 and m2 into several different cases as shown
in Figure 5, and each case model is explained as
follows:

Case 1. m1 = 0, m2.0, and none of the LTE-LAA
sensors wish to receive data but some WLAN sensors
wish to receive data from their AP

w�u = 0,w�w =
rmax 3 Nw 3 Qw(i)

Nw

Case 2. m1.0, m2 = 0, and none of the WLAN sen-
sors wish to receive data but some LTE-LAA sensors
wish to receive data from their LTE-LAA AP

w�u =
rmax 3 Nu 3 Qu(i)

Nu

,w�w = 0

Case 3. m1 = 0, m2 = 0, and both LTE-LAA sensors
and WLAN sensors wish to receive data from their
APs. In this case, we can find the relationship between
the two weight parameters wu and ww from KKT con-
dition (4) as follows

wu = � w2
w

ww + 1ð Þ2
ð15Þ

The difference in data rates for the LTE-LAA AP
and WLAN sensors determines wu and ww. Then, we
set these two determined weight parameters as w�u and
w�w, respectively.

Case 4. m1.0, m2.0, and none of the sensors wish to
receive data. We do not consider this case.

After finding the optimal wu and ww, we can derive
the optimal number of time slots for LTE-LAA AP and
WLAN sensors as follows

T�u =
w�u

w�u +w�w
, T�w =

w�w
w�u +w�w

ð16Þ

Additionally, we can find the optimal achievable
data rate as follows

r�u =C 3 T�u , r�w =C 3 T�w ð17Þ

The general model of LTE-LAA, that is, Case 3,
does not necessarily consider interference because all
sensors perform an LBT mechanism, and the other two
models also do not consider the interference among the
sensors.

Parameter-based LAA scheme

This section describes how LTE-LAA APs compete
with WLAN sensor nodes using the optimal parameter
values wu and ww obtained in the previous section.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the proposed
algorithm. Let ts and Tcurrent denote the size of one time
slot and the current time, respectively. In our scheme,
the LTE-LAA AP initializes T as the default value and
determines the parameters wu and ww based on equa-
tion (10). Additionally, LTE-LAA AP initializes t and
Tremain as the current time and the number of optimal
time slots for LTE-LAA AP, respectively. To occupy
the unlicensed band, LTE-LAA AP should participate
in the contention based on WLAN protocol, that is,
CSMA/CA. It sets the contention window to the range
of [0, CWmax], where CWmax is the maximum contention
window size. The LTE-LAA AP then performs CCA
and back-off, as in the CSMA/CA. The LTE-LAA AP
successfully competes and occupies the channel, provid-
ing a larger data rate to the sensor nodes that have been
assassinated through the LAA and decreasing the value
of Tremain by one (lines 9–11).

If the competition fails, it is divided into three cases.
(1) If there is a time slot that needs to be allocated to
the LTE-LAA sensor and the current time is less than
t + T � ts, instead of exponentially increasing CWmax, it
is increased linearly, which gives it a competitive edge
over the WLAN sensors (lines 13–14). (2) If there is a
time slot to be allocated to the LTE-LAA sensor and
the current time is greater than t+ T � ts, this means
that the number of optimal time slots is not allocated to
the LTE-LAA sensors because T is set to a small value.Figure 5. The model cases for KKT analysis.
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Thus, LTE-LAA AP increases T exponentially and
returns to the initial state (lines 15–17). (3) If there is no
time slot to allocate to the LTE-LAA sensor, LTE-
LAA AP no longer competes in the unlicensed band
and reduces T by half until the current time is t+ T � ts.
Figure 6 describes an example process of the proposed
scheme.

Performance evaluation

In this section, we conduct an analysis to verify our
proposed algorithm. For the performance evaluation,
we use a MATLAB tool. In this analysis, we use the
Bianchi26 model and compare the results with the net-
work allocation vector (NAV) based LTE-LAA tech-
nique, that the LTE-LAA AP adjusts NAV values
based on associated sensors.24 All of the sensors are
randomly deployed in the coverage of small cells. Some
parameter values are fixed, such as the transmission
power, and we do not consider sensor mobility.

The details for configuration of the analysis para-
meters are shown in Table 3. To measure the effective-
ness of the proposed scheme, we evaluate the following
performance metrics:

� Aggregate throughput of secondary nodes
(Mbps). Total data traffic of all sensor nodes in
bits transferred successfully from all sensor
nodes divided by time.

� Channel utilization (%). The ratio of time that a
channel is occupied by all sensor nodes to the
entire time.

� Jain’s fairness index. The square of the average
xi divided by the average of x2

i , where N denotes
the number of nodes and xi is the throughput for
the ith connection.

� Average delay. The average delay of sensor
nodes.

Figure 7 shows the aggregate throughput versus the
number of LTE-LAA sensors. As shown in the figure,
the aggregate throughput for LTE-LAA sensors
increases as the number of LTE-LAA sensors increases
for all schemes. However, the throughput of the
WLAN sensors decreases as the number of LTE-LAA
sensors increases. This is because the number of nodes
in the LTE-LAA has increased and thus a higher wu is
allocated to the LTE-LAA AP, which in turn partici-
pates in more competition. When comparing the
throughputs of all sensors, the proposed technology
achieved about 6% performance improvement over the
existing NAV-based technology.

Figure 8 shows the aggregate throughput versus the
number of WLAN sensors. As shown in the figure, the
result is similar to Figure 7 for the proposed scheme.
However, in the NAV-based scheme, the throughput
shows almost the same slope regardless of the number
of WLAN sensor nodes. This is because the LTE-LAA
AP sets the NAV value of its associated sensor node
when it wins the competition.

Figures 9 and 10 show the channel utilization versus
the number of LTE-LAA sensors and WLAN sensors,
respectively. As shown in the figures, the proposed tech-
nique sets the weight based on how many LTE-LAA
and WLAN sensor nodes are arranged, so that both
sensors use the channel fairly. However, since NAV-
based coexistence technology sets a large NAV value
based on the number of associated sensors when the
LTE-LAA AP wins the competition, the WLAN sensor
nodes cannot use the channel at that time.

Figure 11 shows the average delay of the sensor
nodes versus the number of LTE-LAA sensors. As can

Algorithm 1 Parameter-based LAA scheme.

1: Initialize T  Tdefault;
2: Calculate wu and ww based on (10);
3: Initialize Tremain  wu

wu +ww
� T;

4: Initialize t Tcurrent;
5: while True do
6: Set contention window in [0, CWmax];
7: Perform CSMA/CA;
8: Wait until contention window = 0;
9: if Succeed in channel occupancy then

10: Assign more frequency for associated sensors;
11: Tremain  Tremain � 1;
12: else
13: if Tremain.0 and t+ T � ts� Tcurrent then
14: CWmax  CWmax + 1;
15: else if Tremain.0 and t+ T � ts.Tcurrent then
16: T  2 � T;
17: Go to step 2;
18: else if Tremain = 0 then
19: Stop using the unlicensed band channel;
20: T  T=2;
21: Wait until t+ T � ts = Tcurrent;
22: Go to step 2;
23: else
24: Do nothing;
25: end if
26: end if
27: end while

Table 3. Analysis parameters.

Noise 3:4233310�8 mW

Operated frequency 5 GHz
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Topology coverage 200 m3200 m
No. of nodes per group 2–128
Topology size 500 m3500 m
Tdefault 10 s
CWmax 1024
Backoff slot size 0.02 ms
Packet size 512 Bytes

Na et al. 7



be seen in the figure, the delay of LTE-LAA sensors is
very small, 1–5 ms in both of the schemes. However, for
WLAN sensors in the NAV-based scheme, the delay
sharply increases for numbers of LTE-LAA sensor
nodes larger than six. This is because APs cannot trans-
mit WLAN nodes by allocating a large NAV value as
in the previous case.

Figure 12 shows the Jain’s fairness index versus the
number of LTE-LAA sensors. As can be seen in the fig-
ure, the fairness index decreases as the number of LTE-
LAA sensors increases. As the number of LTE-LAA
sensors increases, more WLAN nodes receive less
opportunity because they allocate more resources to
the nodes. In addition, the fairness index is rapidly

Figure 6. The time table of the proposed scheme: two WLAN sensor nodes and the LTE-LAA AP compete with each other to
occupy the channel. In (a), WLAN sensor #1 occupies the channel and other nodes set as NAV. In (b), LTE-LAA AP occupies the
channel (Tremain=1). In (c), LTE-LAA AP occupies the channel (Tremain=0). In (d), LTE-LAA no longer competes to occupy the channel.

Figure 7. The aggregate throughput versus the number of LTE-
LAA sensors (the number of WLAN sensors = 10).

Figure 8. The aggregate throughput versus the number of
WLAN sensors (the number of LTE-LAA sensors = 10).
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reduced in the NAV-based technology. However, the
proposed technique considers the queue backlog size
and thus the sensor has a high possibility of transmis-
sion compared to the other sensor nodes by providing
more opportunities to the nodes that have not previ-
ously transmitted data.

Conclusion

WSNs have continuously evolved to provide better ser-
vices and better satisfy user demands. Through this
evolution, the number of wireless sensors and the
amount of mobile traffic have been exponentially grow-
ing every year. LTE technology can effectively resolve
problems caused by traffic growth; however, there are
still limitations. In recent years, LTE-LAA technology
utilizing unlicensed spectrum with CA technology has

become popular. These technologies have greatly
improved the performance of existing LTE HetNets.
However, coexistence technologies with existing
WLAN sensor nodes remain a challenge. In particular,
the LTE-LAA AP should efficiently handle the prob-
lem of monopolizing the frequency resources used by
existing WLAN sensor nodes. In this article, we investi-
gate an optimized time slot allocation technique for the
coexistence of WLAN and LTE-LAA sensor nodes. In
order to maximize the throughput of each WLAN sen-
sor and LTE-LAA sensor node in the proposed algo-
rithm, we designed an objective function based on the
number of WLAN and LTE-LAA sensor nodes as well
as the queue size of each sensor. We then found opti-
mal parameters by considering KKT conditions.
Through extensive simulations, we showed that the
proposed scheme can significantly outperform the

Figure 9. Channel utilization versus the number of LTE-LAA
sensors.

Figure 10. Channel utilization versus the number of WLAN
sensors.

Figure 11. The average delay versus the number of LTE-LAA
sensors.

Figure 12. The Jain’s fairness index versus the number of LTE-
LAA sensors.
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other existing techniques in terms of the throughput,
channel utilization, delay, and transmission fairness.
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